Relación de títulos suscritos:

Accounting Forum
**Accounting, Organizations and Society****
Advances in Accounting
Annals of Tourism Research
Applied Geography
British Accounting Review
Business Horizons
China Economic Review****
Cities
Critical Perspectives on Accounting
Decision Support Systems
Digital Investigation
Ecological Economics****
Economic Modelling
Economic Systems
Economics & Human Biology
Economics Letters****
Economics of Education Review
Electricity Journal
Electronic Commerce Research and Applications****
Emerging Markets Review
Emerging Markets Review
Energy Economics
European Economic Review****
European Journal of Political Economy
European Management Journal
Evaluation and Program Planning
Explorations in Economic History
Finance Research Letters
Food Policy****
Futures****
Games and Economic Behavior****

Global Finance Journal
Government Information Quarterly
Human Resource Management Review
Industrial Marketing Management****
Information & Management****
Information and Organization
Information Economics and Policy****
Information Systems
Infosecurity
Insurance: Mathematics and Economics****
International Business Review****
International Journal of Accounting
International Journal of Accounting Information Systems
International Journal of Forecasting****
International Journal of Hospitality Management
International Journal of Industrial Organization****
International Journal of Information Management****
International Journal of Intercultural Relations****
International Journal of Production Economics
International Journal of Project Management
International Journal of Research in Marketing****
International Review of Economics & Finance
International Review of Financial Analysis
International Review of Law and Economics
Japan and the World Economy****
Journal of Accounting and Economics****
Journal of Accounting and Economics****
Journal of Accounting and Public Policy
Journal of Accounting Education
Journal of Air Transport Management
Journal of Asian Economics
Journal of Banking & Finance****
Journal of Business Research****
Journal of Business Venturing****
Journal of Comparative Economics****
Journal of Consumer Psychology****
Journal of Corporate Finance****
Journal of Development Economics****
Journal of Econometrics****
Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization****
Journal of Economic Dynamics and Control****
Journal of Economic Psychology****
Journal of Economic Theory****
Journal of Economics and Business
Journal of Empirical Finance
Journal of Engineering and Technology Management****
Journal of Environmental Economics and Management****
Journal of Financial Economics****
Journal of Financial Intermediation****
Journal of Financial Markets****
Journal of Financial Stability
Journal of Forest Economics****
Journal of Health Economics
Journal of High Technology Management Research
Journal of Housing Economics****
Journal of International Accounting, Auditing and Taxation
Journal of International Accounting, Auditing and Taxation
Journal of International Economics****
Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions and Money
Journal of International Management
Journal of International Money and Finance
Journal of Macroeconomics****
Journal of Mathematical Economics****
Journal of Monetary Economics****
Journal of Multinational Financial Management
Journal of Operations Management****
Journal of Policy Modeling****
Journal of Public Economics****
Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management
Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services
Journal of Retailing****
Journal of Socio-Economics
Journal of Strategic Information Systems
Journal of the Japanese and International Economies****
Journal of Urban Economics
Journal of Vocational Behavior****
Journal of World Business
Journal of World Business****
Labour Economics****
Leadership Quarterly****
Long Range Planning****
Management Accounting Research
Mathematical Social Sciences
North American Journal of Economics and Finance
Omega****
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes****
Organizational Dynamics****
Pacific-Basin Finance Journal
Public Relations Review****
Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance
Regional Science and Urban Economics****
Research in Economics
Research in International Business and Finance
Research in International Business and Finance
Research in Organizational Behavior****
Research in Social Stratification and Mobility
Research in Social Stratification and Mobility
Research in Transportation Economics
Research Policy****
Resource and Energy Economics****
Resources Policy
Review of Economic Dynamics****
Review of Financial Economics
Safety Science
Scandinavian Journal of Management
Socio-Economic Planning Sciences
Socio-Economic Planning Sciences
Sport Management Review
Structural Change and Economic Dynamics
Technological Forecasting and Social Change****
Technology in Society
Technovation****
Telecommunications Policy****
Tourism Management****
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review
Utilities Policy
World Development****

NOTA: **** Publicaciones ISI